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I believe that the site selection guidance provided in the 
proposed regulation would be helpful to the reactor industry 
in two respects, i.e. 

(1) The definition of "exclusion area", 
"evacuation area", and "population 
center distance" are made specific in 
terms of radiation dose criteria, and 

(2) Techniques for calculating these areas 
in accordance with the specific definitions 
are described.  

I believe, however, that the approach used in establishing 
"bench mark areas and distances" has distinct dfsadvagtages. It 

will make these numbers assume more validity than they warrant, 

in spite of all of the qualifications given. It also will 

lead to public relations difficulties in connection with past 

actions on site approval as evidenced by the fact that there 

are quite a number of cases where past actions are not within 
proposed "criteria." 

The value of defining the various distances and describing 

generally acceptable techniques for calculating them can be 

obtained by using examples rather than establishing so called 

"bench mark" cases. In "examples" the arbitrary assumptions 
that go into them would be more clearly understood as chosen 

for purposes of illustrating the technique. This approach should 

lead to a clearer understanding that for a specific project the 

reactor and site characteristics would result in use of different 

figures in certain parts of the calculations as well as use of 

judgment on factors which do not lend themselves to calculational 
procedures.  
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I realize that this change in approach would require a 
somewhat more elaborate description of certain calculational 
procedures because of simplifying assumptions made in the 
calculations given. I realize, also, that this modified 
approach will make the criteria appear more complicated but 
the net effect should be the same except in public relations 
where I believe an adverse reaction will be avoided.  

Attachment: 
Draft Staff Paper



ATOWC1 ENERGY COI-'ISS191

REACTOR S1ME SELECTE CRITERIA 

B02dr to U2e Generl &manar

bythe Director. DivsIon of 

Ulensinf end bIawtitm 

1. To consider a set of- criteria proposed for use in the seleation of 

sites for li6ensed power and test reactmaj, to explain the basis upon which 

these criteria were established and to provide an understanding of the 

relative safety to the public that will result fram their application in 

tbe site selectionroc"ss.  

2. An applicant for a 2icense to eonstrtwt a power or test reactor 

is required by current AM regulations (1OCFM Part 50) to submit In sipport of 

such application a basds asumar7 report that Includes detail pertinent to 

the si proposed for .the rea.tor* e 2 n* oati needed by the AEG for 

site evaluation has been defined but the current regulations do not indicate 

how the data empplied will be evaluated by the AEC or the specific criteria 

which will gaide the AJl ts eonsideration of proposed site suitability.  

2. For reactors that have already been. proposed, site approval or 

disapprona has been given after review and evaluation of the reactor design 

and the proposed location by the staff of the Division of Licensing and 

- BReglation andithe AMR. Judgment has been based prizuarily upon the evaluation 

of the *onsequences of potential accidents, Including an accident representing 

an upper limit of hasard that could credibly occur. This evaluation process 

has also included analysis of the plant design and particnlarly the safeguards 

either inherently part of the reactor or engineered .into the plant emoplex
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for safety reasons.  

3. The bamirds reports as presented b1 the Various apliCants have shon, 

a wide variation in the magnitude of the maxi=u= credible accident and in the 

dose oaloulatlcma methods and, conoequentgy in the oalculated exposure dons" 

that might regslt to the offaite public in case of an accident. Thie 

itugx1=_ is due part: y to the differences in reactor plant design but even 

more to the different engineering udgments that can be made In amnalying 

possible consequences of such accidents. AEC and ACS re-vie••as b mphasized 

evaluation of the safety factors that have been Included in the plant design 

and the conservaUm represented In the analtical procedures .as well as 

the zum rical values derived. This subjective maimer of =Tiving at :udgment on 

site suitability has led to pressures to have the AEC make more definitive 

the basis upon wihish the data are eva2uated and the specific safety criteria 

which govern the AEGIs @onsideration of site sultability.  

4. An attept vwas made in May 1959 to establish a more objective approach 

to reactor site selection and evaluation br publishing proposed site criteria 

in the Federal Register. The reactions of the industry wre widespread and 

very diverse In nature; most of those who commented were opposed to the 

proposed action but the reasons for this opposition were quite heterogeneous.  

Excerpts of vritten coments received by the AEC are included as Appendix "C".  

It would appear from these oonuents that the industry, while pressing for 

criteria that would define the conditions of acceptability for proposed reactor 

sites, want such information in the form of gulies but not in the form of a 

regulation.  

5. The JCA3 has shown contiued Interest over the past several years in 

ABC efforts toward formulating more definitive site criteria. Daring the
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hearings before the Subcommittee on Research and Development and the Special 

Subcomoittee an Radiation of the JCAR on April Z7, 1960, the criteria published 

by the AEC in the Federal Register In Xay 1959 .- d-iscussed with particular 

reference to the role of these criteria in the evaluation of a proposed reactor 

site at Jamestowap Now York. Regarding the shortcomings of these earlier 

criteriaj Chairman Ma€one expressed the viev that the problem of site 

criteria vas ce that must be settled in order that builders of nuclear poaer 

plants might proceed with *%V4e more assurance and that improvements in 

AEC site requiremen -appeared possible in the very near futlure. At this 

same hearing, Dr* L6 McCullough, as a representative of the ACESs stated 

that the ACRS believed the time had come to put site criteria in vritingwA 

6. In Dleomber 1959p the Genoeral Manager established a special working 

group, in whi1h experts from industrial organi2ations were included, to 

examine the question of what could and should the Cmanrission do In the Vay 

of establishing standards and criteria in the field of nuclear safety. (This 

fact was reported by Commissioner Graham to the JW during the 202 hearings 

in Februar 1960.) In a report to the General Manager daLted ........  

(Appendix ) this Ad Hoc Com.ittee recommended that the Conaission establish 

rules* involving if nessar7 some degree of arbitrariness, by which sites 

that would be considered acceptable for locations of reactors could be selected.  

7. Proposed criteria have been prepared that define a basis upon which 

the suitability of proposed reactor sites *an be Judged. The criteria 

proposed (AppeadIx PD) define as a reference base for site evaluation three 

characteristic distances for . reactor of any given power level1 (1) an 

exclusion distance, (2) a distance encompassing a surrounding sone of low
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density of populatian and (3) a distance to a defined concentration of population.  

The first two distance criteria rest upon the basic assumptions that (4) no 

aocidents will :in fact exeed the one considered to be the maxinum credible 

one, (b) no person off-site may be e=posed to injurious levels during such 

accidents ank4-0) IM -u' -Mot all those In the sawe of low population density 

could be easiy evacuated in an emergency. The third aharacteristic distance 

is prescribed by which the reactor would be sufficiently .removed from the 

nearest major concentration of people that no lethal exposures would occur 

in this population center even for accidents 1000 times as large as the maxim= 

credible accident, n-vwould signicant genetic effects be expected to 

result from the miwm credible accident. The criteria then provide for 

adjustaent of these referenoex distancoe in arq particula case in accordance 

with the unique features and ciremsstanoes of that particulat reactor project.  

S. Criteria basi~cally in the same form as those pooe. e 

forwarded to the A0IM for review and cammuts. 'The AM by letter to the 

Shazmax, M~ dated September 26, 1960 (afttached an Appendix ý) woanorted on 

the proposed criteria by stating that awhile the Coimittee believeshtat the 

present document (criteria basically the same as those proposed herein) could 

be developed into a useful contribution to nuclear safety studies - we 

-cannot rooomend that it be given the status of a Oo=ission regulation." 

A similar reconendatian is made in a letter of October 22, 1960 from ACRS 

to Chairman MOo~e, This letter which also contains other material relevant 

to site criteria is discussed further in Appendix "A".



9. The proposed criterla represent a simplifloatlon of the complex 

technical problem that site selection presents and do not eliminate a large 

element of subjective Judgent by the evaluators. Nonetheless, the criteria 

would giv, the industry# local health and safety authorities and the public 

a much clearer understanding of what the AEC do"e with the site infozuation 

submitted for review# and the elemnents considered when site suitability in to 

be judged. The criteris reflect a conservative approach to the problem 

of siting of reactors with respect to potential hazards to mrrounding populace.  

The degree of conservatism has evolved from deliberations and actions of the 

AEC and ACBS mo safety aspects of proposed nuclear projeats, Publishing the 

criteria Is a regulation ul. • establish tdft this sams relative 

degree of conservatism as an AEC po:licy. Should the Comissuion so desire, the 

criteria so 'ad be revised to reflect either more or less conservatism with 

respect to degree of isolation to be required 3a future reactor proj•cots.  

The Division of Biology and Medicines the ViJvisio of Reactor Devoloyuent, 

the Offic, of enenral Counsel .aad the Offiee of Health end Safety concur 

in the reacendation of this paper.  

The General Manager reesmmmds that the Atade Energy Comisasions 

aw Arov the issuance for comment of the proposed revision of Part 50 

substantially In the form contained in Appemiz D.  

b. Jigk that the amendment shown by Appendix D will be published in 

the Federal Register*.  

e. •9I that this paper Is unalassified.



BACKRUD 

1 The Atmic Energy Aot did not lay down any specific criteria to be 

followed in the issuance of reactor construction permits but left to the 

ABC the definition of such standards as it felt necessary to govern the design 

location, and operation of nuclear facilities *in order to protect health 

and minimize danger to life and property.* The regulations issued to date by 

the AER pertinent to reactor siting (IOCFR 50) deal principally with the 

information that must be suhemttae-1p support of license applications. -This 

information is required to be sumietted as a part of a "hazards summary 

report" and includes the followings 

a) A description of the processes to be performed in the reactor 

and the nature and quantity of radioactive effluents expeoted to result.  

b) A description of the facility in sufficient detail to allow 

evanlation of the adequacy of measures to minimise dangers to persons both 

on-site and off-site.  

a) A description of the site and the surrounding area, including 

pertinent meteorological, bydrological, geological and seismological data 

necessary for evaluating measures proposed for protecting the public from 

radioactive hazards.  

2. Current regulations do not indicatep however# how the data supplied 

will be eva3uated by the ABC or the safety criteria which govern the AECMs 

consideration of proposed site suitability. Thus a prospective reactor 

plant bui2der is provided with little in the way of definitive guidance 

during the initial selection of a reactor site nor can he plan with axW



assurance during the period his proposed site is under review by the ABC.  

Local safety authorities and the public near such reactor sites likewise 

have little O base Judgment as to how their interests are being protected 

other then a general awarnes that satewhere within the ABC such projdcte 

are being reviewed with velfare of the public in mind 

3. One of the consequoenes of Cmmission silence regarding reactor 

site criteria policies is the possibility of developmunt of divergent 

apmroaches and philosophies by those constit•ting the separate reviewing 

bodieas nam2ej, (1) Staff of Licensing and Repletion, (2) ACRS and (3) 

Bearing Examiner. Moreover# even- though these three reviewing groups 

managed to maintain a reasonable oonsistency, there is also the possIbility 

that they will produce through precedents established by review on a oase 

by case basis, an effective policy not entirely consi&tent with the deaires 

of the Comission.  

4. It is generall recognized that uncontrolled release to the 

atmesphere of the radioactive ecatents of a reactor system located in a 

densely populated aea could result in public disaster* This awareness 

has led to the provis ion In the past of a considerable isolation area surrounding 

reactor Vtalaticna. This ve done on the theory that if enough distance 

was provided between a "eactor and the perImeter of the controlled areap no 

jeopardy to the public would be involved.  

5. The earlier concept of remoteness for reactor locations has 

undergone modification to the extent that plants with less isolation coupled 

with montrolled containment have been judged aKequa&te to protect the public 

welfare and safety. Although this change in oncept. is in the direction of 

bringing reactor plants closer to the demand centers, the desire by the nuclear



power industry for economic reasons to reduce further the conservatism 

inherent in such a concept remains. This is particularly true for the 

small nuclear power plant that might be of interest to a small municipality.  

In such a casep the 1mi ted network for distribution of power, and the 

desire to locate such plants within or near the city limits for area 

control and taxation benefits are strong factors tending to influence 

site selection.  

6. Any further reduction in the concepts of excusion. distances and 

controlled containment for reactors will be largely dependent upon the 

ability to assess with surety the eircumstances and conditions under which 

loss of control of radioactive inventcry might arise and the possible 

consequences which would result therefrcu. The process of hazard analysis 

and site selection at this stage of teobnology in not a precise science, 

for the many variables Involved are not precisely known nor has experience 

been sufficient to provide ex•at knowledge about the degree of conservation 

that exists In past aassutioas and guiding design criteria.  

lreseggt Practices in site Evaluation 

7. Judgent of suitability of a reactor site for a nuclear plant in a 

complex task, Z addition to normal factors considered for any induStrial 

complex such as nearby land use, water supply# soil and tnder Sing rock 

characteristics, and site accessibility, are engineering features 

by the reactor, including the hazards, of radioactivity which vary with 

the type and lsie of plant to be built and the manne In which the potential 

radioactive eff2U3bs could be carried to the public, 

8. A somewhat greater susceptibility to nuclear accidents might be 

attributed to test reactors versus power reactors because of the diffirxnt



utilization of the nuclear energy gneratedo However, the "upper limit 

of hazard" repesented by the maximm credible accident is no greater 

for a test reactor than a power reactor of the same sizep and in frequent3,y 

less sine. the energy that is stored within the coolant systems of the 

test reactor is lsse, However,, the sImiliarities between power and test 

reactor are considered sufficient to juatify consideration of their hazards 

by camou standards.  

9. Proposed sites for power and test reactors are evaluated by both 

the staff of the Division of Licensing and Regulation and the ACRS.  

Thfomation mtp i*d by she applicant is reviewed for answers to such 

questions as the followings 

a. What is the si*e of the site and the location of the reactor 

on the property? Thi iformata fWis the exclusion radius for the 

reactor vith respect to the newrest uncontrolled land.  

b. What is the industrial and population distribution In the 

:urroumding areas? This isfIatioi tmportant in assssing the 

consequences of Inadvertent release of radioactivity. The sims of the 

required excauslon area will be affected by many factors including among 

other things reactor power level# desin foat"s and conta5inent and 

site characteristics* 

e. What are the relevant feat•-es of bhdro•ogy, Including location 

and number of nearby supplies of drinking rater or bathing facilities? 

This factor is bmportant in evaluating the liquid waste disposal facilities 

proposed by the applicant. For exmplep the hydrology of the ground waters 

is important in amsessing the effect travel Uime may have =n the conteminanti 

which might reach then to the points of nearest usage. SU0 draly'W .sZ0



surface water is important in determining the vulnerability of surface 

water sources to radioactive contamination. The characteristics and usage 

of the water sources often determine the safety precautions that must be 

observed at the facility en eff•uent control and management.  

d. What are the significant nete•o•logicsl factors? The per

sistence of inversions, the prevailing wind directions and volocities, and 

the rainfall become siganificat parameters in considering offsets of air.

borne radioactivity. Capabilities of the atmosphere for diffusion and 

dispersion of airborne release are oonsideoed in assessing the vulnerability 

to risk of the areas surrounding the site. Thus, a high probability of 

good diffufso conditions and a wind directimon pattern avw from vulnerable 

areas during periods of slow diffusion would enhanoe the litability of a site.  

On the other hand, if a site were in a region noted for hurricanoes or 

tornadoes,l it would be expected that the design of the facility include 

safeguards which would prevent significant radioactivity releases should 

these events occur.  

e. What has been the history of seismological disturbances 

in the area? Certain areas In the U. s. are known to have active faulted 

sub-surface structure and the requirements for uildings In such an area 

need added attentiom to possible *oasequences of ground trnore and shocks.  

f, What Is the soll staructure for the. site? This factor is 

Important not only to design of the structural aspects of the facility but 

also to safety apoets velating to liquid waste storage and disposal.  

HigbLy permeable solls for exmple could lead to contaminaation df sub-.surfac 

aquifers rom leaking st1rage volumes. Impermeable soils on the other hand 

might lead to quick and uncontrolled runoff of liquid spills into nearby 

streams.



10, All the factors described are interrelated and dictate in vryaing 

degrees the engineered protective safeguards required for a particular 

facility. Therefore# site evaluation also includes consideration of the general 

features of the "actor plant inc•• dJig power levelp general plan of utiLi

zations and the safeguards planned to preclude or minimise inadvertent release 

of radioactive effluents.  

1., An analytical test of the safeguards provided by site location and 

plant design is made through evaluation of a postulated accident, having 

consequences not expected to be exceeded by any other accident arising out 

of any other credible circumstances. Analysis in made of the consequences 

in terms of possible radiation exposure both to personnel at the facility 

and to the inhabitants of the surrounding public area. The conservation 

of the assumptions made in arriving at the results and the acceptability 

of characteristics attributed to the safeguards provided are considered 

in assessing the •nmerical values derived* The judgment made is thus 

highly subjective because this process of hazards analysis at the current 

stage of reactor teahn6loa is not a precise scienee, The many variables 

involved are not precisely known nor has experience been sufficient to 

provide exact knowledge about the degree of conservatism that exists in 

past design assumptions and guiding criteria.  

!istory of the Problme 

12. Attempts to become moae objective through the use of definitive 

criteria have been hempered by a variety of situations including the 

followings 

a. The industry, while pressing for criteria that would define 

the conditions of acceptability of proposed reactor sites# does not want 

such criteria in the form of regulations bat rather in the form of "guides."



bo 'The end objective in contfolling reactor site location is to 

provide reasonable assurance that the public will not be subjected to 

undue hazards from operation of the facility. The limiting factor on 

site location in the possible radiation hazard under conditions of severe 

accidents, While the ABC has published limits on allowable radioactive 

effluent* under normal plant operations,, no maxim=3 imits on a w0ons-ln, 

w-lifetime* doese which would be considered acceptable for design purposes 

have been established., Therefore, the reactor designer has no limiting 

end point of permissible emergency exposure doses upon which to base 

acceptable criteria for reactor design and plant location, Ikergency 

dose i'mits of 25 rem whole body or 200400 rem %byroid are being used 

an general guides but have never be"n identified as acceptable :Limits.  

a. The analysis techniques applied to evalUation of basards 

of reactor plant catastrophes cannot be oonsidered to be precise.  

Uperinential verifioation of parameters used is lacking and winl probab2yv 

remain so for years to am*, As a consequlences both designers and 

evaluators have introduced conservatively safety actorso 2here occurs, 

nevertheless, considerable variation In calaulated results because of the 

different factor. used* No one set of assumptions ean be established 

as exact and appropriate to all situations. Appendix 6--' presents 

further information on the factors involved and the effects on calculations 

of potential radiation hazards at the site boundaries and selected points 

beyond* 

~33 Notwithstanding these deterrents to the fo'n Ato of definitive 

site criteria the ABC has been attempting to establish a more objective



approach to site evaluation. For example, the AEC issued for public oiment 

and published in the Federal Register on May 23, 1959p a notice of proposed 

rule making that set forth general criteria for evaluation of sites for 

pover and test reactors. That notice resulted in 'widespread reactions 

fram the industry, with definite indication of opposition to formal siting 

reguatioans, Appendix C" cont&a excerpts of conments which the AEC 

received in writing together with cements madeat meetings of the Technic.  

Appraisal Task Force on Nuclear Power of the Tdson Electrieal Institute 

(EM) on June 1, 1959, and the Atomic Industrial foru on June 30, 1959.  

)4. In December, 1959, the General Manager appointed -an Ad Hoo Committee 

to study the question of what the Commission can and should do at this time 

in the vay of establishing definitive standards and criteria in the field 

of nuelear reactor safety. In a report to the General Manager doed 

September# 1959,1 the Committee recomended,# *there be established rules 

which may of necessity Involve some degree of a•btrarinesav by which sites 

that would be considered acceptable for loations or reactors could be 

seleoted." 

15. A set of criteria basically the same as those listed in Appendix _.  

were submatted to the ACRS for review and coments The ACW by letter to 

the Chaixman, ABC, dated September 26, 1960 expressed the view that the 

proposed criteria could be developed into a useful contribution to nuclear 

safety studies but the criteria document should not be given the staus of 

a Commission regulation. A simila recommendation together with additional 

comments were made by the ACBS in a letter of October 22, 1960 to Chairman 

MeCone. (Appendix)



16. The prlmary objections of inhwtry (Appendix CO") and the ACES 

(Appedix ._) to issuance of site criteria in the form of a regulation are 

concerns tbat s 

a. Quantitative criteria established at this time in regulations 

would beoem so firm as to unduly hamper adaptatio or modification to 

keep pace with changes that may prove desirable as the industry develops.  

b. Pron the technical viewpoint, the simplification represented 

b7 the crlteria, and the fixation x by regulation of formulae such as 

those proposed for atsospheric dilution effects, accredit too great a 

validity to expressims that are at best approximations.  

a* Regulations with met nmbers would be too restrictive and 

would deter efforts in nuclear safety progress toward a better set of 

d. The appeara•eo of quantitative amber- in a Pederal regulation 

would redce the Interest of the applicant In remaining alert for unforseen 

disadvantages of a site and taking corroctiv, action acoordingly.  

e. The correctness of the numbers which could be selected ncw 

cannot be proved b7 experimental or empirlcal data andp therefore, such 

n'ubers would give a Mw false sense of positiveness which could not be 

supported under detailed scrutiny.  

17. The criteria set forth (Apendix "D') as a reference base for 

site eumlatim three oharacterastics• distances for a reactor of any given 

power levelo (1) an exclusion distances (2) a distanse encoepassiMa a 

ur=uMning sons of lov population densitr, and (3) a distance to a defined 

population eonoentratio, The criteria then alloe adjustment of these base



line distances In any pa~rtioSr case in accordance with the unique features 

and GIMo tances of that iola reactor project. The same basic.  

criteria have been expressed in three different s as anhoom in Appendinesl 

(D); (1) and (7). The"s alternate forms of preentatio are included to 

assist in evalnation of the format in which such ori-teria might be published.  

38, The first two distame criteria rost upon the basic assumptions 

that (a) no accident will in fact exoeed the one considered to be the 

maximum aredibe erns end (b) no person offmites would be exposed to 

injurious levels during such aceidents and (a) the area around each reactor 

site should be a sone of sTffitiont•y low habitation that evacuation would be 

possible in the case of a catastr-phie nuclear acidente 'These two 

,char~acteristic distances and their corresponding doese limits as defined In 

Append' (D) we as followss 

a. Mgoguaion dista•e - At this distance following the onset of 

the maxlmn credible accident the total radiation dose received by an 

iandvidual In two hours would not zoeed 25 rew wh*lo body exposure or 30 

rem to the thyoid ftrm Iodine exposur, 

b. RvaeUM ditSanc- The greatest distance from the facili•y 

at, wbich the total radiation dose reoeived tr an indid located at such 

distance and exposed during the whole course of the max1ma credible accident 

to the radioactive cloud resulting frm the accident vould be 25 rem to the 

vhole body or 300 rem to the thyroid from Iodine exposure.  

19. If aem could be absolutely certain that no accidents greater than 

the maximm eredible accident would occurs then the two distances pocified 

above would provide reasonable protection to the public under all circumstances.  

There does exists howeverm a theoretical possibiity that substantially 

larger accidents conceivably could occur. It is believed prudent in these



days when the praotioe of nuclear technolo does not rest on a solid foundation 

of extended experience, to provide protection againat the most serious con

aentration such theoretical possible accidents. A third characteristic 

disitmo is therefore prescribed by which the reactor would be safficiently 

removed froe the nearest major concentratiOn Of people that no lethal exposures 

vwold occur in this population center even from accidents one thousand times 

au large am the maximum credible aocient nor would significant genetic 

effects be expected to result from the maxbn credible accident. The 

limit proposed for this third characteristic distance is defined in terms 

of possible radioactive -effects under conditions of the mamum credible 

aocident but represents the same distance that would Immure no lethal doses 

for a on ftrelease o h-n4ew4ecie4weOf±1 

1. The specificaticn for this distance ins 

dw ftMIration center distan-e The greatest distanc from the 

facility at thich the total dilation dose from the maxinu* credible 

accident received by an IndivAduae located at such a distance would be 

50 rem to the thyroid frm Iodine exposure.  

20. Provisions are also made in the criteria for adjustment of the 

characteristic distan• •e either upward or downwrd from those which would 

be obta.ned by the arbitrary ualculational procedures prescribed, depending 

upon unique features and environmental circumstances of my particular 

reactor. The application of these adjustment criteria depend to a substantial 

degree ca the subjective evaluative judgments of the person responsible for 

final approval of a reactor site. Thus# adoption of these criteria wil not 

provide fully objective procedures for site selection, Rather these procedures 

define a base lin, of obaracteristic distances which may then be modified by



the subjective judpent of expert appraisers. This would be in contrast 

to the methods which have been utilized to the present time there has been 

no common point of departure and hanoe the entire process has depended 

upon subjective Judgment.  

21. The basic distance factors have been defined in Appendix D in 

terms of integrated dose effects that might be experienced under the 

postulated accident. This method of presentation has the following 

advantaýgesI 

a,. The potential radiations hazard expressed in integrated dose 

in the end form desired by the evaluator for judging the suitability of 

proposed sites.  

b. Both the nuclear industry and the public think aboat mnclear 

hazards in terms of possible radiation doses. The criteria would thus be 

defined in terms likely to be best understood.  

e. The position of the ABC would be clearly deoned with respect 

to emergency dose limits that are now being used y much of the industry 

as reference limits for site selection and reactor plant design purposes.  

The disadvantages to this form of presentation aret 

a. The dose limite pecified represent a certain degree of 

arbitrariness.  

b. Limits on effluent releases from reactors installations 

during normal operations are currently specified in 10CFA Part 20 in 

terms of nuclide concentrations. A simple comparison between allowable 

normal releases and possible releases under catastrophic conditions could 

not be made without some computation.  

The same basic criteria have been rewritten in Appendix E to express



the distance fastors in term of the concentration of the predominant 

radioactive fistion product that would contribute to the integrated dose 

at the reference distances# The advantages of defining the reference 

distances in terms of concentrations rather than dose limits are as followsS 

a. Alloable effluents from normal plant operation are set 

forth In IOChR Part 20 in tezns of nuolide concentrations. Therefore a 

certain degree of consistency would exist betven the proposed Part 50 

revision and Part 20.  

b. The concentration of the radioactive nuclides is the fundamental 

quantity derived from the atospheric diffusion calculations and thereby 

revults In some simplification of the ealoulational method that nmust be 

specified.  

The At disadvantges to this form of presentation ares 

a. The method represent.s an ovor-ullfication of the actual 

radiation effect at the :pecified points-* Mw ameria.a. value derived by 

the hazard evaluator in the Integrated effect of the various nualides that 

contribute radiation dose to a receptor. this Integration in turn is a 

complex function of numerous factors such as the different decay rates of 

the nuelides released9 the velocity at vhich they are transported,# and the 

rate at which they might be deposited out during the transit period.  

b. Defining the distances in terms of a concentration tends to 

mask a primary objective of the criteria; nahml, to establish reference 

dose 2lt that could be used for purpose. of plant design and site 

selection* 

a. Conversion of the concentration lmits into dose limitsvill 

be made by the hasard evaluators of both the applicent and the government.



One of the variables that has led to differences In such calculations in 

the past has been due to the different conversion factors applied. Exprossirg 

distance factors In concentratimn limits wlll not eliminate this condition.  

22e A third method of presenting the proposed criteria is shown by 

Appendix Eq. In this appendix, the reference distnc ZAtors as a ficntion 

of power level have been oalculated and presented in the form of a table. Th 

basis upon which the table has been cwaputed has been emitted. The advantage 

of such a scheme is its simplloity. A principal disadvantage is that the 

fondamaent bases for establishing the criteria are hidden and the nuclear 

comunity is left without an vnderstandlng of the manner in which the 

distances have been derived. Such a presentation would therefore defeat a 

primary objective of makin public the basis upon which the AEC Intends to 

judge the suitability of proposed reactor sited.  

23. &te'consideraticn of the relative merits of the various ways in 

which the criteria might be expressed3 it is the opinlon of the Staff of 

the Division of lIcensing and egulation that the criteria presented in 

the form shown In Appendix D wherein the distance factors are defined in 

terms of reference dose limits, wi best serve the Interests •;•r both the 

nuclear industry end the public most clearly defines the basis upon which the 

AEG Intends to evaluate proposed reactor locations* 

24. 3n.addition to the distance criteria, other criteria in the proposed 

regulation provide for protection of the onvfrcament frem routine plant 

eff2uents and preclude location of a reactor where d1rect contamination of 

streams of the water table might result from a credile accident* 

25. The calculational methods set forth in the criteria represent 

one approach which can be taken in the current state of the art* In this 

approacho highly complex phenamena involving parameters which vary over wide



ranges of values, depending on detailed conditions and assumptions, are 

reduced to manageable dimensions by simp:lifying assumptions, specifying 

that certain secondary factors are to be ignoredp and arbitrarily fixing the 

values of certain key parameters. In utilizing this method, it must olearly 

be recognizeds 

a. That there is a substantial degree of artificiality and 

arbitrariness involved.  

b. That the results obtained are only approximations, sametimes 

relatively poor ones, to the result Minx which would be obtained if the 

effects of the fun play of all the variables and influencing factors 

could be recognised - an impossibility in the present state of the art.  

,. That the net effect of the assmptions and approximations 

is to give more conservative results than would be the case if more 

accurate calculations could be made. Further details on the conserfatism 

involved are described in Appendix ORM.  

Justification for criteria issuance in the form proposed is not upon 

its technical exactness but tpan the value of having defined the basis 

upon which the AEC approaches judpents on reactor site suitability at this time.  

26. As an Indication of what might be expected from the applieation 

of the proposed criteria to the site selection process# the criteria were 

applied to nineteen reactor projects that have been proposed or are currantly 

authorized for construction. The results are tabulated in Appendix 0 and shoe 

that reactor locations loes conservatively selected than those presently 
distance? 

authorized would not be acceptable on distace factors alone, This is not 

inconsistent with the results of site approval to date that have required 

consideration of features unique to a particular location and engineering 

features peculiar to the reactor designs.



27. Selections of reactor site by the proposed criteria should 

result in reactor lcations In the near fiture simila to those of reactors 

nov authorized for construction or operation, 7or thous vho contend that 

present site approvals refl.ct undue onemervati.m sufficient, fe.xibility 

has been provided In the criteria to allow for subum:sion by a.r applicant 

of iformation that might provide the basls for spoial consideration.



Appendix B1

Conservatis, in the AsIitions and ]Motors Used in Calculating 

t22 Mggeusenes of the NISiaM Credible MciM n 

1. The probability and consequen"s of catastrophic reactor accidents has been 

the subject of widespread interest and study sinae the earliest days of 

reactor development. To date, homover, the tebhnology has not prograsmed 

to the point ihem it Ls possible to assign quantitative numbers to all 

the significant factors relative to safety nor to predict vith surety the 

probabilities of functioning of engineering features of plant design under 

all operating conditions that night exist. There is rather general agree

neuto however, as expressed In AXC Report VAU-740. Tbhoretical Possi

bilities and Consequen"e of Ma jor Accidents in LArge Nuclear Power Plants* 

that the probability of a major accident in reactor plants as we know then 

today is exeedingly smll. The following is quoted frm the report: 

"As to the probabilities of major reactor accidents. soma experts 

believe that nsmerical estimates of a quantity so vague and unaertain 

as the likelihood of occurrence of major reactor accidents has no neaning.  

They decline to express their feelinS about this probability in numbers.  

Others, though admitting slmiliar uncertainty, nevertheless ventured to 

express their opinions, in utmericl terms, w *--. -- 10OwVerp whether 

numercally expressed or not, there ws no disagremsnt in the opinion 

that the probability of major reactor accidents is exceedingly low." 

2. This low probability of occurrence in due to both the inherently 

safe features of reactors and the safeguards that have been oenineered 

into the plants as a part of deliberate and planned effort to Insure 

safety.
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3. The conservatism reflected in the reactor plants is revealed through 

the analytical tachniqus of postulating a wevers accident condition and 

then evaluating the ability of the plant to rmin under control and, 

through the safeguards provided, including location, prevent or minimize 

the effects of release of hasardous radioactive effluents. Whereas the 

exact probability of a jujor release cannot be predicted, it is possible 

to arrive at a judgmsnt on site suitability through analysis of the 

conservatism reflected both in design and the assumptions made in calcu

lating the consequence of a major accident. This In brief is the general 

approach that has been used by the AZC and the AM to arrive at their 

Judgments on applications for construction permits.  

4. The "maximwa credible accident" is defined as that accident, usually 

an imginativoly postulated one, which would result in the moat hasardous 

release of fission productsj the potential hasard from this accident vould 

not be exceeded by that of say other accident whose occurr•nce during the 

lfestime of the facility would appear to be credible.  

5. For pressurixed and boiling wter re"tors, for eamaple, the maxium 

credible acident has been postulated as the complete loss of coolant 

upon complete ruptur of a ,ajor pipe, with consequent expansion of the 

coolant as flashing stemn, meltdown of the fuel and partial release of 

the fissi•o product Inventory to the stmosphere of the reactor building.  

6. power and testing reactors presently being ope=ted, or under can

tuctioul, near inhabited areas, pursuant to liesnses issued by the 

Commission are enclosed vithin external co Itaifnt vessels. This outer 

barrier to fission product relesse to the atmosphere has within its 

enclosure the primary plant coolant piping systeam representing an inner
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barrier. Cladding on the fuel provides en additional barrier that acts 

as a retainins "can" for the fissionable material and the fission products 

forzed. Thus* Xross release of fission products to the atmosphere would 

only occur after the breaching of two Inner barriers: the fuel cladding 

and the primry system, and then the external "barrier of last resort," 

the contaimnt building.  

7. Theimnner by which this might be done uzst follow either of two 

processes. ust, through uncontrolled energy release to the confined 

coolant to produce pressure enough to rupture the coolant piping; or 

nechanical failure of the piping or pressure retaining barrier. In 

either case loss of the coolant would net the stage for possible fuel 

ueltdown from the decay nuclear heat.  

8. The rupture of the coolant system frun high iter"al pressures due 

to uncontrolled internal heat generation requires that: 

(1) teactfvity control Mechanism fail to function and, 

(2) Sigh-pressure relief systems fail to perform, 

(3) Pressures exceed rupture limits of the piping, material.  

These prior failures need not occur for the ase of a RoMonAous pipe 

rupt;ue. owevero• for such a case, the assumption of a complete shear 

of a pipe rWresgnts an extremely unlikely event. Nevertheless, assuming 

that sh& break should occu and coolant is lost# fuel m81ting requires 

that3 

(1) ;Dcay hebat is sufficient to ince, ase fuel tePerture to the 

Umltins point; 

(2) Safeguard systems provided to flood or spray the core with 

water are either inoperative or Insufficient to keep fuel



temperatures from rising.  

9. lspite such safeguards as those described above, if a major releae 

of fission products to the onviroemant should occur, estimations of the 

exposure doses which might result to persons offsite are extremely diffi• 

cult to make because of the complex and lnterwoven technical effects 

involved. Althuh the amount of each kind of radioactive material 

present In a reactor system can be estimated fairly closely, as a function 

of the power level history, how much of this material would be released 

as a result of an accident is highly unpredictable. Quantities in the 

order of 10 - 30% of the total inventory have been assived in -the past.  

IxperLmntal data would indicate these values to be conservative but the 

erast release an vary so much tfrm reactor systum to system and with 

the detailed natur, of an accident that the exact deogree o conserveti•s 

Lis not know. lYither# there isa maltiplicity of possible patterns of 

atmospheric dispersal wheroby these radioactive matecials a•a be trans

ported to areas beyond the site boundary and these patterns can vary 

mazkedly from one reactor location to another.  

10. In accidsnts of the "uaxsaxm credible" type, the rdioctive materzIls.  

along With erosion end corrosion products, first wuld be dispersed in the 

coolant through smeting or rupture of fuel lemleuto. then find passage to 

the outer contaiment barrier through breehes In the coolant syst•m. On 

breeching, the further emension to a larger volume and a lower pressure 

in the contalment vessel results in stem In addition to the gaseous 

fission products and production of aerosols as wellt s siscellaunous sizes 

of particulate matters. Soae ejected materials may conceivabl burn on 

eantact with air, thus increasing the volailes and fractions of smaller
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particles. At the same time, a certain amount of fallout within the 

reactor building or cotaiLnust structure mig&t be expected as vell as 

condeunation of the steam upon eonrtact with cooler surfaces. The fallout 

is ccplicated by amvers~in of no=nally gaseous fission products into 

sollds by decay, and condensation of volatilas by cooling. Fallout by 

diffussion and setling proes under gravity is cmplicated by the 

agitations of tutbulena and couvection. Superimposed on these factors 

is the radloactive decay resulting in reduction of source Strength vith 

time by conversion to note stable isotopes. All these factors pose a 

vary difficult problem if one really wishes to detenlue with any exnctness 

the radioactive content of the air *bich leaks out of the final barrier 

(Containment Vessel).  

i•. The asd objective of estimating ti radioactive load witbin this 

final bakrdee is to attain a starting point for calculating the radiation 

hasard to those in the suro-unding environs. for 0hos in close proXimity, 

this container of sdioactivity represents a source of direct rdiation, 

attenuated by such factors as the structuxal shieldings, distance, time 

decay end shielding by the topography. For those at more distant poIntsf 

the transport by air of the materials leakin froM the contaImet vessel 

becomes deteraining. ]or air transporto factos such as the nature of 

the material leaking fomt the eontanment vessal, release baight, prtiales 

deposition with distance, wind directiom, speed and variability, and air 

tenpamture gradients becoms Important, an many of the are a function 

of the area in mhlch the reactor is located.  

12. It is from this coplexity of interwoven technlcal parameters that a 

set of criterIA fer use in the selection of sites has been forns1ted.
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While these criteria represent a considerable simplification of the 

many Iomplex phenomena involved, they represent the sam very conserva

tive approach to site selection that has characterized such evaluations 

in the past. The fundamental assumptions upon whaich the proposed 

criteria are based with estimates of the degree of conservatism repre

seated in each case are as follows: 

I) Experts agree and experience to date, though •liteds confirms 

that theem is only an exceedingly sma11 probability of a serious 

accident in reactors approved or likely to be approved for con

stmuction. The probability is still lower for an accident im 

whiach significant amounts of fission products are released into 

the confined primary coolant systeml and yet a great deal louer 

for accidents which would release significant quantities of 

radioactivity from the primary system lnto the reactor building.  

2) For pressurized and boiling water svaotors,,tha a.*.a. shall 

assume to release Into the sac tuading 75% of the noble 

gaesso 25% of the halogen* and 1, of the solids in the fission 

product Inventory. This is approximately equal to 10.8 of the 

total fission product Inventory. (The other 89.2n remain trapped 

within the fuel matrix or ths primacy plant system.) 

3) The release of radioactivity from the reatorlbuilding to the 

em' irment shall be considered to *cam at the leek rate 

established for that building under conditions of wdinin internal 

pressure. It is assumed that the leakage and pressure conditions 

persist throughumt the effective *ours* of the accidents u'hich for 

practical purposes. is until the Iodine activity has dec"ayed awy.
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The =m=I= pressure within the reactor building and tte 

leakage would of course decrease with time as the stean condenses 

froM contact with Cooling surlaces. 'f assuming no chauxe .n leak 

vate as A funetion of rees• dro., a conservative factor of &t 

least- 10 &g itrgdced i--nto final off-sita done calculations.  

4) No settling of partials in th eoutaament vessel is assumed in 

the oriteriat nor has credit boew taken for tha effects of aishdmm 

or filtering from protective safeguards such as cooling sprays and 

internal sir recirculating system.  

It is estim ted that gatLISM could sty. an effect of I - 10 

edutLMo • n 0h9 end resultls. .hAd _ ea- e and fil t.ru 

networks could Lrzvma additiona& jeduction factors of 1W * 1000.  

5) Atuospharic dispersion of material from the reactor building Is 

asumAed to occur according to a raelationship devel6ped by 0. Q; 

Wulton Involving meteorologioal fa*%ors of wlnd Volocity, atios

pheric stability# diffusion pazameters& and parti•l• deposition 

rates.  

This relationship is representative of the Current state-of

the-art. for caculati:g doimwind concentratious of dispersed 

Mterial from a sources though there are other more complex 

relatiouships believed to be so•ewhat move accurate - and less 

Ososrvative. It has been estimated that the use of the more 

"acurante equttions might resut & reducti,•i•n calculaned effects 

by 3 aM distanees in th. order of 3 BIles and,, a 914tor sMtAetS 

than 3 IS 10 =Mles.
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6) The criteria assume no shift in rind direction for the duration 

of the accident.  

The affect of assuming wind variability depends upon the 

pressure reduction rte within the ontainmt vessel. Seductiou_ 

in the order of 2 9 -50, miht be r.*_lied, .thu.h wind direction 

shifts WW d• sd- erin_ from en, one centerln ,directio might 

*al"o resut ink A redu~ctio facto gf aongg~iinetel 2.  

7) Atmospboric dispersion Is assumed to be under inversion type 

wtather conditions. For weather conditions which exist for 75% 

or so of time at most siteas, the atmospher•c dispersion conditions 

would be note favorable, by featrs of 5 - I000.  

8) in the proposed eritarla, no ground deposition (particulate 

fallout) is aesumed for the ovacuation dis•an".  

.eo•sitijo dur-"_ cloud .trva .Suld ryedfe the ev.cuatin 

distace, by -atosof -2 *5 

Thus, there is erceedingly high probability that, even if a umWlman 

credible accident should occur, the oesuting exposure doses would 

be anay times lower then those calculated by the proposed site 

selection eritoria.  

13. On the other hand, it must always be reembsered that there are 

potentials conceivable accidents which would in-volvg lager fission prod

nct relases then those asswed to be released in :the mazinum crodible 

setident, and conceivably the consoquences could be more hbaardous t 

people. This. and other potentially move bwardous fA*tors than those 

repres•nted by the proposed sits criteria, *Inelud
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3) Total radioactivity releas could be up to nine times as large 

an those *s*&md.  

2) Relas" of 1loq-mived fission products could be up to 99 times as 

azrSs as thos. asapmd. Ti would have far wensing effects on 

bone dose vposure and on long tar.m eonta.1.nation of ground areas.  

3) The weather conditions could be wowse than those assumed over a 

mell percentage of the time, increasing exposure doses by a factor 

of 10 or wore.
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